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Section 1

Executive Summary
Executive Summary

For industrial organizations, operating in the world before the COVID-19 crisis was no walk in the park. Complexity, change, and uncertainty were the order of the day, presenting a continually evolving risk environment to be dealt with. In response, companies embraced Industrial Transformation (IX)- the digital transformation of industrial operations – as the strategic framework to drive step-change performance improvement and competitive advantage. The main effect of disruption in global operations and supply chains caused by the pandemic has been not so much to change the nature of the extant business drivers, trends, and initiatives but rather to intensify and accelerate them.

This research focuses on how industrial organizations are implementing Connected Worker initiatives as a core pillar of their IX programs, and how the COVID-19 crisis has accelerated these investments. Frontline workforce issues are among the top strategic priorities in industrial operations, specifically addressing a severe talent shortage, and improvement of safety and EHS performance. The research presented herein shows that Connected Worker digital initiatives are increasingly being used to enable the operational agility needed to address these business problems through a competent, safe, and engaged workforce; and that the pandemic has preferentially accelerated these initiatives.

New frameworks are presented showing how Connected Worker initiatives are a key component of Operational Strategy; the synergy of EHS and Connected Worker projects in driving safety, quality, and productivity improvements; and a solution architecture model for achieving the important goal of alignment with current and future IX initiatives. We also present research data on the business value of such investments, including positive impact on IX success, profitability, and operational performance metrics such as Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE). Actionable recommendations are provided to help guide industrial organizations in building an agile, adaptable workforce ready for today’s challenges and those of tomorrow, whatever they may be.
Section 2

Research Demographics
Research Demographics

The main source of the research data presented in this eBook is a global survey executed by LNS Research in 2019 on the topic of “Manufacturing Operations Management”. We obtained valid survey responses from 300 executive, management, and operations personnel in industrial organizations. The respondent pool was well-diversified by geographic region, industry, and company size. The survey gathered data on the status of manufacturing programs including strategic initiatives, deployment of enabling digital technologies, and factors impacting operational and financial performance. Selected data from other LNS Research surveys with similar demographic profiles are included, specifically “Impact of COVID-19 on Sustaining Operations” (June 2020) and “Analytics that Matter” with MESA International (2020).
Section 3

Drivers, Objectives, and Challenges
Intense Focus on Operational Excellence

Even as industrial organizations have launched IX initiatives in recent years, they have remained squarely focused on improving basic building blocks of Operational Excellence. Our research based on survey data collected in 2019 shows that the top strategic objective for operations is increasing production capacity and capabilities. As could be expected, the main goal is to build competencies that improve core value chain operations, namely manufacturing and production.

After improving core production capacity and capabilities, the top operational objectives are competencies and business functions that support that core:

- Ensuring consistent product quality
- Responsiveness to customer order demands
- Improving Environment, Health, and Safety (EHS) performance
- Regulatory compliance

These objectives span workforce, product, customer, and supply chain competencies across the value chain. It’s interesting to note that improving EHS performance is prominent on the list; effective management of operational risk including the risk of non-compliance underpin Operational Excellence. This indicates that the value of integrating EHS into business strategy and core operations is recognized as key to safe, compliant, profitable operations.
Top Challenge: Attracting and Retaining a Quality Workforce

For industrial organizations, the barriers to achieving strategic objectives for operations center primarily on people and technology limitations. Reflecting ongoing demographic trends, the top challenge is difficulty in fielding a workforce with the right talent, skills, and competencies. Given all the attention paid to digital technologies and process optimization, it’s noteworthy that the toughest challenge is finding and retaining the right people to implement and run those technologies and processes.

The importance of people and workforce competence is further highlighted by drilling down on the data based on profitability. High margin plants are 47% less likely to cite lack of talent as a challenge than low margin plants, indicating that they have better adapted to the labor environment and found ways to recruit, train and retain a workforce with the right competency profile.

Inadequate enabling technologies also have a major impact, with fragmented systems and siloed data sources hindering operational visibility, collaboration, process execution, and continuous improvement.

**HIGH MARGIN PLANTS:** are 47% less likely than low margin plants to cite lack of talent as an operational challenge

**TOP CHALLENGES TO ACHIEVING OPERATIONAL OBJECTIVES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of available talent</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely visibility into manufacturing performance metrics</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disparate systems and data sources</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI justifications for improvement investments</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing budgets due to fear of coming recession</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty coordinating across supply &amp; demand chains</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Frontline Workforce Challenges

Our previous research has highlighted two major workforce challenges faced by industrial organizations: the industrial skills gap, and workplace safety and health risks. These challenges are closely related and create twin imperatives for companies to implement robust frontline workforce recruitment and training programs, along with effective safety and risk management programs.

The Industrial Skills Gap

Industry has been grappling with labor shortages and skills gaps for years, making it challenging for industrial organizations to find, hire, train, retain, and upskill a qualified workforce with the right competency profile. A pre-pandemic survey of U.S. manufacturers in February, 2020 found that the inability to attract and retain a quality workforce was their primary business concern (noted by 67.1% of respondents as a top issue) as it had been in every quarterly survey over the previous two and a half years. (Source: Manufacturer’s Outlook Survey: First Quarter 2020, National Association of Manufacturers).

The major force at work here is an aging industrial workforce that is rapidly retiring, with valuable skills, experience, and institutional knowledge being lost. And the widespread implementation of IX programs is introducing a wide array of new digital technologies into industrial operations, such as IIoT platforms, automation systems, and robotics, among many others. This trend changes the competencies needed to effectively deploy technology and processes, and provide the operational agility required in dynamic production environments.
Effective Safety and Risk Programs

As noted, improvement of safety and environmental performance is one of the top strategic goals of industrial operations. This is as it should be: workplace safety is a pre-requisite to smooth-running, profitable operations. Conversely, unsafe operations are prone to costly injuries and property damage, unplanned downtime and lost productivity. A key benefit of a strategic approach to safety management is the potential for positive impacts on workforce recruitment and retention. A company with safety as a true core value, effective programs and a proactive safety and risk culture are more likely to be viewed as an employer of choice, and have higher levels of employee engagement and ultimately lower turnover rates.

For these reasons, many companies view effective management of operational risks as an essential part of their overall approach to enterprise risk management, and as key to addressing their industrial skills gap challenges. However, when it comes to safety and risk management on the frontlines, there’s a gap between strategy and execution. Our research shows that current capabilities for safety and risk programs and processes are generally deficient. Most respondents (63%) report they don’t have capabilities in place to effectively manage risk and safety. And little over a quarter (28%) report using a life-cycle approach to risk management with closed-loop processes to identify, assess, control, and monitor operational risk.

### Operational Risks Among the Top 10 High Impact Enterprise Risks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Description</th>
<th>% Respondents Indicating Risk is High Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impact of regulatory change and scrutiny on operational resilience, products, and services</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient operations infrastructure/legacy IT systems</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber security threat to core operations</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inability to identify and escalate risks in timely manner</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of skills to adopt digital technologies</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Enterprise Risk Management Institute, “Executive Perspectives on Top Risks in 2020” (NC State University, 2020)
Enter the Digitally Connected Workforce

The initial waves of IX investment focused on using asset-related data from smart connected assets to improve core operational areas like asset reliability, overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), energy management, and product quality. We’ve observed that IX initiatives are expanding to a more holistic view of connected operations that recognizes the critical importance of digitally connecting people with each other and the overall operational system—the Connected Workforce. Our most recent IX survey data shows that over a third (34%) of industrial organizations have already implemented Connected Worker technologies. This is greater than or equal to adoption rates for projects focused on Connected Operations, Assets, and Products. Among those organizations not yet underway with Connected Worker initiatives, 68% are well into pilot deployments or have budgeted projects to start within 12 months.

These initiatives leverage both proven and emerging digital technologies such as mobile devices, robotics, augmented reality, sensor-equipped wearables, and IIoT systems. These and other technologies serve to better connect frontline workers with each other and their work environment, facilitating the multi-directional flow of data, information, insights and actions to improve processes and overall operational performance. Connected Worker technologies help address critical workforce challenges by augmenting human capabilities. The goal is a frontline workforce that’s more engaged, proactive, and empowered with data-driven insights to make faster, better decisions.

73% of industrial organizations have started Connected Worker initiatives
Section 4

Impact of the COVID-19 Crisis
Greater Focus on Industrial Transformation

Now let’s turn to the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on industrial organization plans, priorities, and actions. Over the past several years industrials have increasingly relied on IX initiatives as their strategic framework to improve and optimize operations for competitive advantage. Our research shows that not only aren’t companies pulling back on their IX programs but are in fact increasing focus.

About a third of responding companies reported maintaining their focus on IX initiatives, while 43% are increasing focus. Only 18% report pairing back existing IX initiatives, most of those modestly. The COVID-19 crisis has served as a catalyst for industrial organizations to strengthen IX efforts as part of their strategic response.

**Impact of COVID-19 on IX Program**

- **35%** Our focus has stayed about the same
- **25%** We have modestly increased our strategic focus on industrial transformation
- **18%** We don’t have an Industrial Transformation program implemented or planned
- **18%** We have dramatically increased our strategic focus on Industrial Transformation
- **15%** We have modestly pared back our strategic focus on Industrial Transformation
- **3%** We have dramatically decreased our strategic focus on Industrial Transformation
In response to the pandemic, industrial organizations have increased efforts to transform core operational and support functions within manufacturing and production facilities. That Environment, Health, and Safety (EHS) 4.0 is reported to have gained the most traction isn’t surprising, given that the pandemic manifested itself in terms of risk to worker health and safety, and a threat to operational continuity. Other support functions cited as receiving significantly increased focus are Quality 4.0 and Asset Performance Management 4.0, both of which are complementary to EHS 4.0 and targeted at improving core operational performance across productivity, quality, and safety.

Respondents also reported an increased focus on “Factory of the Future” transformation via digitalization and automation. This is in keeping with new challenges and requirements faced by industrial operations such as increased employee absenteeism, new requirements for physical distancing, modification of production processes and workflows, and increased remote work. The Smart Factory is more important than ever.

Connected Worker and Remote Operations Center initiatives were also cited as receiving increased focus. Given that remote operations capabilities enable a more collaborative, connected workforce, altogether 43% of respondents increased focus on Connected Worker programs. Clearly the COVID-19 crisis has accelerated previously existing trends driving IX investments, with Connected Worker, safety and risk standing out.
Response: Enable an Agile Connected Workforce

What types of actions did industrial organizations take to mitigate COVID-19 safety and operational risk? We conducted surveys on response actions at two points in time: March 2020 in the early phases of the pandemic, and three months later. The accompanying chart shows the adoption of various responses, and how these actions shifted over time.

Several key observations based on this data are:

- The most common response was updating Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) requirements for the frontline workforce. Depending on industry and job task, this most often resulted in new requirements for wearing respiratory protection, face coverings, and face shields. Such use of PPE is often the first line of defense, especially for an airborne hazard.

- Administrative controls such as staggering shift start and stop times, and implementing rotating shifts were used heavily, especially in the early phases.

- As the crisis unfolded, much greater emphasis was placed on more permanent engineering and operational controls such as re-configuring production process flows to improve physical distancing of personnel.

- Focus on the use of Connected Worker and related digital technologies gained traction over time, including tools for remote expert access, better use of already-available collaboration tools, rapid development of new apps, vision systems, cobots, AGVs, and specialized Connected Worker tech such as smart wearables to help maintain distancing.

- The importance of knowledge capture and rapid training systems to on-board and re-train workers increased during the period.
Response: Enable a Connected Workforce (Cont.)

While PPE requirements and administrative controls were emphasized early on, technology-enabled engineering and operational changes gained traction over time, including Connected Worker use cases such as remote expert access and in-context training.

COVID-19 RESPONSE MEASURES

- Change PPE requirements: 70% (June 2020)
- Change manufacturing process flows: 55% (June 2020)
- Use existing collaboration tools: 55% (June 2020)
- Change shift start and stop times: 43% (June 2020)
- Establish remote assistance: 43% (June 2020)
- Develop new digital apps: 35% (June 2020)
- Develop knowledge capture/rapid training system: 23% (June 2020)
- Implement new automation technologies: 23% (June 2020)
- Implement rotating shifts: 20% (June 2020)
- Implement specialized Connected Worker technologies: 18% (June 2020)
- Hire additional workers: 8% (June 2020)

March 2020 data is also shown for comparison.
Digital Priorities: Enabling a Safe, Connected Workforce

The COVID-19 pandemic hasn’t changed trends in industrial operations as much as it’s accelerated preexistent trends. Before the crisis, improvement of EHS performance was already a top strategic priority for many organizations. Now, transformation and digitalization projects focused on EHS not only haven’t been reduced or slowed, but have been emphasized and sped up. The same applies to transformation pilots of digital tech including Connected Worker and advanced data analytics.

COVID-19 TRANSFORMATION PROJECTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Type</th>
<th>March 2020</th>
<th>June 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connected Worker technologies</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial analytics platforms/applications</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large IT projects, i.e. new ERP system</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MES/MOM projects</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAM/APM projects</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQMS (enterprise quality management software)</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHS (environment, health, and safety) software</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Traditional statistics include data collection, descriptive and inferential.
In a COVID-19 world, tech-enabled transformation initiatives to improve the safety and productivity of the frontline workforce have been elevated. Likewise, this is borne out by data on what digital technologies have been prioritized for implementation considering COVID-19.

### NEW DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES PRIORITIZED FOR RAPID DEVELOPMENT AFTER COVID-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Updating/upgrading existing systems</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile devices (Smart phones and tablets)</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking solutions (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, cellular radio, etc.)</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device connectivity and incremental sensors</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Learning/Artificial Intelligence (ML/AI)</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial IoT platform</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data analytics - Predictive &amp; Prescriptive analytics</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous vehicles, robots or cobots in production</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision systems</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Twins of plants and operations</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart wearables (smart glasses, head-mounted displays...)</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-code/Low-code applications</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented Reality/Virtual Reality (AR/VR)</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity beacons</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockchain</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drones</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a COVID-19 world, tech-enabled transformation initiatives to improve the safety and productivity of the frontline workforce have been elevated. Likewise, this is borne out by data on what digital technologies have been prioritized for implementation considering COVID-19.
Section 5

Connected Worker Solutions
When a company undertakes an IX program, the first consideration should be its enterprise business objectives, and the underlying operational strategy designed to meet them. IX initiatives should directly support key elements of the operations strategy to enable continuous improvement of performance as measured by globally aligned metrics and goals. These goals should drive safety, quality, productivity, and cost results required to achieve the organization’s Operational Excellence objectives, and ultimately competitive differentiation.

The role of the frontline workforce has become well-recognized as a critical success factor as experience has been gained with IX. Although digitalization will automate some tasks and eliminate some jobs, it also raises the bar on the skills needed to implement and operate new technologies and processes in a more dynamic operating environment. In this environment, the demand for frontline workers who are engaged, curious, flexible, and skilled will be even greater. As Factory of the Future technology is implemented to optimize operations, Connected Worker initiatives are becoming an increasingly important part of operations strategy to help meet these challenges in a labor-constrained environment.
Synergy of Connected Worker and EHS Solutions

As the implementation of Connected Worker technologies has gained traction, we’ve observed a strong synergy between these solutions and those for EHS. EHS solutions are often based on enterprise software that enables consistent execution of management systems and programs, including compliance and risk management processes. In most cases, these capabilities are available on mobile devices. EHS solutions are used operations-wide, and benefit frontline workers across departments and business functions.

Connected Worker solutions on the other hand tend to focus on a particular problem in specific vertical domains such as maintenance, quality, field service, etc. By combining this with the cross-functional EHS use case view, there are significant potential synergies across safety, quality, productivity, and competency management.

For example, implementation of EHS software on mobile devices with Bluetooth proximity beacons can deliver context-relevant safety procedures to any frontline worker, in production, maintenance, field service. This not only improves safety, but also quality and productivity, and makes wide-scale deployment more cost-effective. On the other side of the coin, Connected Worker solutions deployed to solve a specific problem, e.g., use of augmented reality technologies for digital work instructions, can be designed to simultaneously implement safety requirements and reduce risk. The leverage created serves to help achieve higher-level business value beyond task optimization in the form of workforce engagement and empowerment, organizational learning and development, risk reduction, and protection of operational continuity.
Although there is no standard definition of what a Connected Worker solution is, there is one aspect everyone should be able to agree on: Connected Worker solutions involve much more than deploying some connected devices and cool tech. As with all IX initiatives, the name of the game is transformative change enabled by a well-orchestrated combination of people, process, and technology with a healthy dose of organizational change management. A narrow focus on evaluating and testing technology is a sure path to a pilot that goes nowhere.

The LNS Research point of view on Connected Worker is worker-centric and bottom-up. Although the greatest value comes from a Connected Workforce at the organizational level (team, site, business unit, enterprise), that value is created by changing how individuals interact with their work environment, and with the people and systems comprising the overall operational management system. The value of the solution is not in the technology, but rather in how technology enables new, faster interactions and feedback loops.

Our key criterion for a Connected Worker solution is that the application of technology increases the degree of connectivity or adds new modes of connectivity between the worker and one or more elements of the operational management system to facilitate the multi-directional flow of data, information, actionable insights, and autonomous actions.

Like other enterprise tech, Connected Worker solutions in most cases are comprised of a combination of software, content, hardware, infrastructure, and implementation services. Key technology categories include Applications, Analytics, Infrastructure, Wearable technology, Work area connected devices, and integration with OT systems. Solutions can range from simple (e.g., mobile apps on a smart phone) to more complex (e.g., an IIoT system with sensor equipped wearables and Big Data analytics) depending on the problem to be solved.
Most established industrial organizations have a fragmented, diverse landscape of legacy technology systems including operational technology such as automation systems and manufacturing execution systems, and IT systems such as ERP, HR, procurement, EHS, Quality, and supply chain management, among others. There is often limited interoperability and communication among these various systems, hindering collaboration, visibility, and performance improvement. The introduction of IX initiatives (including Connected Worker) and their enabling digital technologies can complicate an already complex situation.

Deployment of new digital technologies such as IIoT platforms, smart connected devices, Big Data, edge computing, and advanced analytics into the legacy technology environment creates risk of creating more silos of data, process, and teams. Capitalizing on the opportunities of IX requires an approach that brings together the data and capabilities from existing legacy systems with new digital technologies to provide the anticipated insights and business value.

Connected Worker solutions will likely be built from a combination of already deployed and new technologies from different vendors. The LNS Research IX Reference Architecture is a tool to help industrial organizations define and design IX solutions that will work best with the as-is and to-be technology landscape. It’s a future-looking framework that defines six categories of technology capabilities needed to deliver the entire range of IX use cases in operations and across the value chain – to transform industrial operations. These capabilities encompass connectivity including security, data management, development tools, applications and analytics, and deployment architecture.
Key questions will arise in developing a Connected Worker solution strategy. Should we go with one of the many purpose-built Connected Worker point solutions that addresses a specific business problem? If so, how many do we need and can we scale and support? Or should we adopt a flexible and extensible no/low code Connected Worker platform that can handle a wide range of use cases? Or maybe it would be better to leverage the standard IIoT platform our company already has adopted to build applications and solutions, hoping the benefits of integration will offset higher initial development costs? All these approaches, and others, may be valid. The key is to develop a Connected Worker solution strategy that is best aligned to your organization’s current and future IX architecture.
Section 6

Business Value
What constitutes an effective Connected Worker solution is highly variable based on the problem at hand, the organization, how use cases are defined and prioritized, and available resources. Before addressing best practices for Connected Worker initiatives and use cases, it’s useful to have a framework in mind to think about the sources of potential business value, and their relative magnitudes.

The LNS Research Connected Worker Value Curve compares six sources of value by the degree of workforce connectivity and potential business value. As the digital connectivity between people and their work environment increases, so too does the potential value to be gained. Going up the value curve, the scope and magnitude of benefits expands from individual and team, to site, to enterprise, even potentially to the industry level.

The Connected Worker Value Curve
This curve is explained by the larger volume and variety of multidirectional data flow available as the workforce is more digitally connected. This provides a stronger information foundation upon which to support risk-based decisions by the frontline workforce, trigger autonomous actions, and to extract actionable insights to improve safety, quality, and productivity. Below are examples of Connected Worker scenarios per the six value sources:

- **Data Input**: Reporting a safety incident at a kiosk on plant floor
- **Information Access**: Maintenance work orders available on mobile devices
- **In-Context Information**: Use of an augmented reality software platform for in-context training via head-mounted display
- **Predictive**: Use of an IIoT platform to collect Big Data on worker-machine interactions and apply predictive analytics to identify impending safety risks
- **Prescriptive**: AI-enabled prescriptive maintenance to predict asset failure and provide outcome-focused maintenance recommendations
- **Autonomous**: Human-robot collision avoidance autonomously triggered by body-worn sensors

This value curve can also be viewed as a prototypical journey an organization might take in undertaking Connected Worker initiatives. The first step is often using simple mobile apps on phones and tablets to input data or access information on demand, with various levels of cost, complexity, and benefits possible from there.
Connected Worker Solutions: Evidence of Value

Impact on Profitability: Industrial organizations that adopt Connected Worker and related digital solutions as part of their enterprise solution portfolio tend to have more profitable plants than those that don't. We compared use of Connected Worker solutions in high margin vs. low margin operations. High margin operations are 59% more likely to have implemented Connected Worker solutions. A similar positive association with profitability is seen from before the adoption of workforce collaboration solutions and digital twin technologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adoption of Enterprise Solutions vs. Profitability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solution Category</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected Worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Twins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Impact on IX Success: IX Leaders are those organizations that have achieved real success and business value from their industrial transformation initiatives. Our research shows that IX Leaders are much more likely to have invested in developing and enabling a digitally connected frontline workforce. For example, IX Leaders are much more likely to have implemented connected devices that provide a Connected Worker solution infrastructure, such as hand-held mobile devices, proximity beacons, vision systems, and IIoT sensors capable of transmitting data. Likewise, IX Leaders more often deploy emerging technologies that enable a wide range of Connected Worker use cases, such as Augmented Reality, edge computing, smart wearables, and collaborative robots.
Impact of a Safe, Engaged Workforce on Operational Performance

Connected Worker solutions can deliver value by enabling a wide range of use cases across value chain operations, with expected benefits spanning safety, quality, and productivity. While improvement of EHS and safety performance has long been a goal of many industrial organizations, the COVID-19 crisis has re-enforced the value of effective EHS and operational risk management systems in building a safe, engaged workforce – a necessity in today’s environment. As presented above, Connected Worker initiatives can be a key enabler to achieve this.

Our research indicates that organizations that possess effective EHS, safety, and risk management capabilities achieve better operational performance in terms of profitability, operational effectiveness and product quality. And organizations whose leaders are committed to EHS management as a top strategic priority tend to be more profitable than those in which this is not the case. The positive association between EHS capabilities and operational performance indicates that Connected Worker solutions can help drive this by enabling stronger EHS processes and execution.

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS WITH IMPROVING EHS PERFORMANCE AS A STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE FOR OPERATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant Operating Margin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF SAFETY AND RISK

- On-Time Delivery: 90% YES, 82% NO
- OEE: 85% YES, 77% NO
- Successful NPI: 81% YES, 73% NO
- Plant operations profit margin: 21% YES, 25% NO
- Current capacity utilization: 75% YES, 85% NO
- First pass yield: 71% YES, 82% NO
Critical Success Factors

LNS Research has published extensively on trends, challenges, strategies and solutions for achieving success with IX initiatives including Connected Worker. Our research on “Avoiding Pilot Purgatory: How to Choose the Right Use Cases to Accelerate Industrial Transformation” identified that a significant percentage of companies undertaking IX initiatives get stuck in “pilot purgatory” and have trouble scaling solutions across operations and capturing business value.

We identified four critical IX failure modes and corresponding success factors that are instructive for planning and executing Connected Worker initiatives:

1. **Leverage IT-OT Convergence** - IX Leaders join the often-separate realms of Information Technology (IT) systems (e.g. ERP) and Operational Technology (OT) (e.g. plant automation systems) in terms of organization, data, and analytics. The greatest value of Connected Worker initiatives can come from insights gleaned from combining IT and OT views; initiative leaders should understand and leverage IT-OT convergence in their organization.

2. **Take a Cross-Functional Approach** - Lack of cross-functional collaboration is still common in many industrial organizations, as are technology-enabled functional silos. IX Leaders are much more inclusive in using functionally broad teams. Connected Worker initiatives tend to span multiple use cases across value chain operations; a cross functional approach will help scale technology deployments and maximize value.

3. **Cast a Broad Net for Data** - We have identified an “internally focused” mindset that can hamper success of IX programs, in which it’s assumed that internal data is all that’s needed to solve internal problems. Rather, incorporating external data from other plants and business units, third party systems, suppliers, and customers may reveal new patterns and insights. For Connected Worker initiatives this could include external data sources such as weather, regulatory content, contractor data, etc.

4. **Focus on Core Operations** - Our research shows that IX leaders focus their IX initiatives on their core production operations, in the factory, plant, or mill. IX is about transforming industrial processes and operations. Although efforts aimed at transforming customer experience and supply chain are important, optimizing core production operations likely has priority; by definition Connected Worker initiatives support improving frontline operations.
Section 7

Recommendations
Recommendations

The potential value possible from integrating Connected Worker initiatives into frontline operations represents a significant opportunity for industrial organizations. Much of this value comes from helping organizations deal with major challenges such as the industrial skills gap, and from making the organization more resilient to adverse events, as exemplified by the COVID-19 pandemic. Connected Worker solutions can help organizations recognize and mitigate potential risks, and to respond to events and adapt to change with greater operational agility. Below are six recommendations to achieve success with Connected Worker initiatives.

1. **Build capabilities for resilience.** The COVID-19 pandemic reminded us that not all adverse events can be predicted let alone prevented. However, the impact of such events on operations can be controlled through business continuity planning and organizational capabilities to assess and manage enterprise and operational risk, and adapt to change with agility and flexibility. Connected Worker initiatives can provide data-driven insights to help enable such foresight and resilience.

2. **Incorporate Connected Worker initiatives into Operational Strategy.** The automation that comes with Industrial Transformation won’t eliminate the frontline workforce. Rather, it places increased demands on it for expanded skill sets, versatility, and decision-making. With on-going wide-scale employee turnover, industrial organizations must deal with the resulting industrial skills gap. This requires a strategic approach to attracting and retain a quality workforce with the right competency profile. Connected Worker initiatives should be a key pillar of Operational Strategy, directly contributing to the development of a safe, engaged, informed workforce, with the collaboration and agility needed to meet fast-changing requirements.

3. **Align with Operational Architecture.** Technology is key pillar of Operational Strategy with which Connected Worker initiatives should be aligned, if not integrated. Understand your organizations overall IX/Facory of the Future solution strategy and architecture, and leverage complimentary aspects across Operational Technology (OT), Information Technology (IT) and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). This will improve buy-in, function, speed and value. The LNS Research IX reference architecture assists solution selection and design by serving as a framework for evaluating and mapping the major categories of capabilities needed for Connected Worker projects in the context of the overall IX program.

4. **Emphasize agility over functionality in solution selection.** The main pre-requisite of a future-proof solution that enables resilience is adaptability to change. While functionality to meet today’s business requirements is important, the flexibility to meet unknown future requirements will be key to supporting Industrial Transformation. Capabilities that provide operational agility such as configurability, extensibility, interoperability, and scalability should carry considerable weight in the selection process.


5. **Move up the Value Curve.** - In many cases, it makes sense to focus initial Connected Worker efforts on relatively simple solutions such as provision of digital procedures. Perhaps the greatest strategic value of the Connected Worker opportunity comes from applying advanced analytics including Artificial Intelligence (AI) to IIoT-generated Big Data on human-workplace interactions to glean actionable insights at the line, site, business unit, and enterprise levels. Such insights may be used to enable real-time response actions, including triggering autonomous ones, for short-term local improvement, and to identify major long-term improvement opportunities. This may or may not be part of phase one but harnessing the power of advanced analytics should be given priority in the Connected Worker road map.

6. **Scale success broadly by deploying winners across global operations.** - A best practice recommendation from our IX research is to first go broad rather than deep. Focus on solving specific problems and showing value in production at one or a few sites, then roll that success out across global operations to leverage investments across departments, sites, business units, and geographies. Connected Worker solutions can enable a diverse set of use cases throughout value chain operations, ranging from R&D to manufacturing to field service. IX leaders tend to have more commonality in IT and OT systems; standardizing on a limited number of Connected Worker solutions will reduce complexity and costs while improving results.
Appendix A

Connected Worker Use
Case Selection
Selecting Connected Worker Use Cases

Selecting the right problems to solve is key to the success of IX initiatives. Many organizations struggle to identify which use cases to focus on and at what point along the IX journey. Our research assessed IX use cases based on expected impact on operational performance and resources needed to implement. Along with Connected Asset and Operations use cases, Connected Worker use cases feature prominently as having highly favorable effort-reward ratios. Not surprisingly, the Connected Worker use cases with the highest potential help address the critical workforce demographic and skill gap challenges faced in all industrial sectors:

- Implementing an application strategy to improve worker engagement/retention
- Scale rare/expert skills with mobile/AR technology (remote expert access)
- In-con-text training mobile/AR technology (micro-training)
- Digital work instructions with mobile/AR technology
- Data capture enabled by mobile/AR technology

A key observation is that these high potential Connected Worker use cases are enabled by mobile and AR technology. This is not surprising given the significant cross-industry adoption rates of these technologies. It should also be noted that since Connected Worker use cases tend to be cross-functional, many of the use cases classified as Connected Assets or Operations could be enabled by Connected Worker technologies as well, e.g., asset maintenance, field service, etc.

The approach used to select Connected Worker use cases for implementation will vary by organization and depend on the status and capabilities of the IX initiative overall. Many organizations have met with success by initially focusing on relatively low effort, quick-win projects that solve a well-defined, important business problem. Candidate use cases should be quantitatively assessed by their impact, resources required, and cultural readiness.

![IX USE CASE IMPACT/EFFORT INDEX](image-url)
Companies use digital technology to drive transformation across the value chain. Use these resources to learn how to align the people, processes, and technologies required to achieve Operational Excellence in your organization.
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